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The year got off to a promising start with most of the larger retailers reporting
an increase in sales over the Christmas season. More good news is that
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Newsline

New LG Elec tronics SA CEO plans to drive innovation, boost sale

LG Electronics South Africa has appointed
a new CEO, JM Lee, as part of a global
restructuring of the international group’s
operations aimed at boosting sales,
driving innovation and reducing costs.
Lee replaces the previous CEO Peet van
Rooyen.
Expressing his appreciation for Van
Rooyen’s business effort and commitment
to LG South Africa over the past ten
years, Lee says he is looking forward to
the challenge of further growing the
company’s already significant presence
in the South African marketplace. The
company has been trading in South Africa
for more than 13 years and achieved sales
of R5 billion in 2010.
Lee, who is 52 years old, is an
international economics graduate who
is fluent in English and Arabic. He has
worked for LG for more than 20 years in a
variety of senior and leadership positions
in countries such as Saudi Arabia, Dubai,
Australia, Moscow and the United States.
Global restructuring
In addition to Lee’s appointment, LG
announced a global restructuring of its
business, which consists of 115 operations
(including South Africa) that employ more
than 84 000 people worldwide.
“As part of this restructuring, LG
Electronics South Africa will be aiming
to increase sales across all business
units by at least 50 per cent over the
next 12 months,” says Lee. “We will also
be focusing on improving the speed
and quality of our decision-making,
managing down costs and improving the
performance of our business units.”
The restructuring is aligned to three
main priorities:
• Establish a business unit-centred
complete operating system to ensure
speed and accuracy in decisionmaking;
• Enhance development of advanced
technology and reinforce new
business organisations with a clear eye
to the future; and
• Strengthen the company’s business
fundamentals by accelerating
innovation.
A business innovation office will be
4
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company’s Car business unit will become
independent units and report directly to
the vice-chairman.
To strengthen its existing business
and develop new capabilities, the
Home Appliance (HA) company will
elevate its component business with
the establishment of a Compressor and
Motor business unit. A separate healthcare
business team will drive growth in this
category and a separate commercial water
business team will be created to drive the
water business forward.
The Air Conditioning (AC) company will
take on the new name of Air Conditioning
and Energy Solution (AE) company, which
will take on future growth opportunities in
the environment space such as solar and
LED lighting.

JM Lee – up for the challenge.
established and overseen directly by LG
vice-chairman Bon-joon Koo. It will be
responsible to elevate various company
core competencies such as Six Sigma,
Services and Procurement. The chief
marketing office (CMO) will be disbanded
while the global marketing division will
be renamed as global marketing office,

“LG South Africa is aiming to
increase sales by at least 50%
over the next 12 months”

to promote the LG brand and strengthen
subsidiaries’ sales capability.
To give more emphasis to individual
products, the Business Solutions (BS)
company will be dissolved, with the
monitor and solution business units
transferring to the Home Entertainment
(HE) company. In consideration of their
business characteristics, the Home
Entertainment company’s Digital
Storage (DS) business unit, the Mobile
Communications (MC) company’s PC
business unit and Business Solution

Sights set on global home appliance
leadership
LG Electronics unveiled its future vision
for its home appliance business and the
new age technology in home appliances
at the recent 2011 Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in Las Vegas by introducing
its complete range of smart solutions
based on its groundbreaking new THINQ™
technology.
Comprised of five key features – Smart
Grid, Smart Diagnosis™, Smart Access,
Smart Adapt and Food Management – LG
THINQ™ Technology offers a complete
smart solution that allows consumers to
manage their homes in a more centralised
and convenient way.
The company also presented its plans
to launch new products that employ
smart grid technologies in 2011 in
anticipation that these will help deliver
consumer benefits such as cutting down
on electricity bills.
These new electronic devices are
intended to further enhance LG’s market
growth. The company will target doubledigit growth in 2011 and push for sales of
$20 billion (approximately R140 billion) by
2014 to position it as the top global home
appliance manufacturer.
From a global perspective, LG will
further strengthen its premium image
in advanced regions such as the US and
European countries.

For the local and other emerging
markets, including Africa, the Middle
East and Brazil, LG plans to build market
share by tailoring products to meet local
consumer needs through the production
of specialised high-quality green lifestyle
products.
LG also plans to maintain its leading
position in its core business sectors such
as washing machines and refrigerators
by continuing to highlight the core
technologies and innovative features
which differentiate its products from
competitors. This includes the Inverter
Direct Drive™ available in all its washing
machines and linear compressors, present
in its refrigerators. These targets will be
achieved while building a foundation
for growth in new business areas which
include water treatment solutions as well
as its built-in premium kitchen packages

“Consumers will be able
to control their appliances
through their smart phones or
computers”

and appliances.
“This year marks the transformation age
for home appliances and electrical device
technologies,” says LG Electronics South
Africa marketing director Dr Michelle
Potgieter. “These devices now have the
power to make intelligent decisions
because of the innovative LG THINQ™
technology. The era of smarter home
appliances is upon us, and consumers will
now be able to control their appliances
through their smart phones or computers.”
Also in 2011, LG will be raising the
energy efficiency of its core technologies
by more than 30 per cent over existing
appliances. Late last year the company
announced the first MBR wastewater
treatment solution called the Green
Membrane Bioreactor, which links in with
LG’s plan to further expand its marketing
and R&D staff of its water treatment
business.
LG is therefore reviewing opportunities
for strategic partnerships with established
water treatment players in Korea and
abroad. The company further plans
to meet and exceed ever-stricter
environmental regulations in markets
around the world to align with its global
green strategy and newly revised slogan
Life is Good… when it is Green ethos.

Newsline

Furniture retailers report good
Furniture retailers have a high probability of
outperforming the other retailers judging
by the strong numbers delivered by the
furniture and appliances sub-categories in
the retail sales numbers released to date,
according to Metropolitan Asset Managers
portfolio manager Nino Frodema.
“In particular, players such as JD Group,
in which Metropolitan Asset Managers
has a big stake, should do well given that
there were clear signs of a turnaround
of the fundamentals of this business,” he
continues.
Statistics SA reported in January that
in real terms retail sales rose by 7.8 per
cent year on year in November, driven by
household and furniture, appliances and
equipment (19.8 per cent), pharmaceuticals
(12.7 per cent) and clothing (12 per cent).
Lewis sales rise
Lewis Group reports that sales have
continued to improve since the interim
reporting period, with merchandise sales
for the quarter ended December 2010

sales growth

increasing by 13 per cent. Merchandise
sales for the nine months to December
2010 reflect a cumulative increase of 12 per
cent.
Solid debtor collections continued
for the December quarter, resulting
in an increase of 14.7 per cent in
collection levels, with debtor costs for
the nine months reflecting a satisfactory
improvement.
Asked whether the worst is over for
furniture retailers, Lewis Group chief
executive Johan Enslin says: "We can only
speak for ourselves, but with merchandise
sales up 11.2 per cent to R2.136 billion,
it's evident that consumers are spending
more."
Enslin says the group prides itself on
keeping close relationships with its credit
customers. Credit makes up 67 per cent
of the company's sales of furniture. "This
decentralised credit collection process has
served us well and during tough times we
page 8 X

Retail growth of 3,4% forecast for 2011
A 3.4 per cent real growth rate for formal
retail sales in 2011 has been forecast by
Bureau of Market Research executive
research director Prof Deon Tustin.
“This will be achieved within an
expected economic growth rate of 3.5
per cent in GDP for the economy as a
whole, which implies that retail trade
sales will amount to R605 796 million in
2011,” Tustin says in his report, Forecast
of Economic Indicators and Formal Retail
Sales by Product Group For 2011.
According to the report, non-durable
retail sales are anticipated to increase
by 3.1 per cent while durable retail sales
growth is anticipated to increase by 3.4
per cent in 2011. Sales growth of 3.7 per
cent is anticipated for semi-durable retail
trade products.
The report implies that the retail
sector is anticipated to move further out
of its recessionary condition on the back
of moderating inflation and a lower and
stable interest rate environment.

In this regard, the BMR anticipates
retail prices to increase by 3.5 per cent
in 2011. It warns, however, that robust
retail sales growth may be tempered by
high debt levels of consumers, stringent
and challenging financial conditions and
lower wage increases anticipated for this
year.
Tustin says the 2011 retail sales
forecast does not bode well for
sustainable retail sales recovery. “In
fact, broad-based recovery will largely
depend on increased employment
with its concomitant increase in labour
remuneration, access to credit, relatively
low and stable interest rates and higher
savings levels.”
The 2011 real growth in retail sales
is anticipated to be lead by sales in
clothing and accessories, as well as glass,
crockery, cutlery and kitchenware, sport
and recreation requisites and hardware
(all above 3.5 per cent but at a maximum
growth of around four per cent).
Home Goods Retailer – February 2011
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Newsline

Tafelberg Furnishers honours top 2010 suppliers

Tafelberg Furnishers ended 2010 on a high note when the
company hosted its third annual supplier gala evening on 7
December at the Durbanville Hills wine estate.
The event is held each year in recognition of the continued
loyalty and support received from Tafelberg’s valued suppliers
and trade partners and to acknowledge top achievers and
those who exceeded expectations by walking the extra mile
for the company during 2010.
Guests were entertained by a four-piece Jazz band
and guest speaker Kobus Wiese (ex Lions and Springbok
ruby player and currently an extremely successful and
accomplished businessman). Tafelberg CEO Hartwig Heil
thanked everyone for their contribution towards the success
achieved in 2010.
Winners
Creative Housewares was named Small Appliances Supplier of
the year, while Defy received the award for Major Appliances
Supplier of the Year.
The award for Furniture Supplier of the Year went to Alpine
Lounge, while Edblo was named Bedding's Most Improved
Supplier of the Year.
Group awards were made to Desmond Roos for loyal
support and service excellence and Jonnny Arons (Iser) for
loyal support and contribution as a trade partner.
Samsung took top honours as the Overall Supplier of the
Year.

Samsung was declared winner of the Overall Supplier of the Year award.
(Back) Graeme Stretton, Kirsten Beaton and Nicholas Georgiou, (middle):
Hartwig Heil, Chris Neethling, Stefan Heil, Gerry Theron and John Vas,
(front), Gareth Baker.

Hartwig Heil (Tafelberg), Richard Bunting (Defy), Jason Crowther
(Defy), Gerry Theron (Tafelberg) and Stefan Heil (Tafelberg). Defy was
named Major Appliances Supplier of the Year and also won the Major
Appliances award for sustained service excellence.

Gareth Baker(Tafelberg) with Michael Grace of Sony, Audio Visual
Representative of the Year.
6
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Natalie Giliomee (middle) and Hartwig Heil (right) with Paul Roux
(left) of Creative Housewares, Small Appliances Supplier of the Year.

Newsline

All the 2010 winners
Small Appliances
Tedelex: always maintaining a high standard
Electrolux Floorcare: commitment and superior after-sales
service
Legend: extra effort and outstanding support
Miele vacuum cleaner: extra effort and outstanding service
Electrolux Floorcare: dedication and superior after-sales service
Minette Steinmann (Feintech Sales): small appliances
representative of the year
Creative Housewares: small appliance supplier of the year
Bedding
Theuns van Zyl: unequalled enthusiasm and dedication
Contour Bedding: continued loyal support
Support -A-Paedic: extra effort and outstanding support
Spring air: always maintaining a high standard
Restonic: dedication and superior after-sales service
Genessi: service excellence and loyal support
Cloud 9: extra effort and dedication
Sealy: setting the standard for innovation and advertising
Rest Assured: continued loyal support and superior after-sales
service
Robert Nel (Cloud 9) – bedding representative of the year
Edblo: most Improved supplier if the year
Furniture
Werner Hartman: dedication and enthusiasm
Railtique: dedication and superior after-sales service
Lee Ginsburg: dedication and superior after-sales service
Weber: superior service, consistent growth and outstanding
service
Mark van der Walt: recognition for more than 40 years' service
to Tafelberg
Helderberg International Importers: loyal support and
outstanding service

Riaan Lamprecht (Tafelberg) with Cloud 9's Robert Nel, Bedding
Representative of the Year.

Grafton Everest: sustained growth in a competitive market
Farieda Sterris: Furniture representative of the year
Jenny Wagner: furniture agent of the year
Outdoor Lifestyle: most improved furniture supplier of the year
Alpine Lounge: furniture supplier of the year
Appliances
Lead Household Appliances: continued and invaluable service
BSH: extra effort and dedication
Eurafrican: continued loyal support
Electromec: outstanding and invaluable service
Smeg: sustained growth
Janene Apps (Smeg): major appliances representative of the
year
Large appliances
Defy: sustained service excellence
Samsung Electronics: leaders in Innovation and sales
promotion
Defy: supplier of the year
Audio Visual
Meta Acoustic Development: continued support and
outstanding service
Sony: commitment and innovation
Philips: support and enthusiasm
Samsung Electronics: consistent growth and service
excellence
Audiosure: innovation and entrepreneurial spirit
Michael Grace: audio visual representative of the year
Group awards
Desmond Roos: loyal support and service excellence
Jonny Arons: loyal support and contribution as a trade partner
Samsung Electronics: overall supplier of the year

Riaan Lamprecht, Grafton Everest's Farieda Sterris (Furniture
Representative of the Year) and Hartwig Heil.
Home Goods Retailer – February 2011
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Newsline

Spending on elec tronics set to continue
The hottest ticket on the JSE last year was
anything to do with electronic goods,
gadgets and related software – and analysts
say the trend is set to continue, with
flatpanel TV, smartphones and computers
top of everybody's shopping list.
Market-watchers point to an interesting
anomaly. Consumers may be indebted,
but prices are dropping because of surplus
production in developed economies and the
strength of the rand. And so the spending
continues.
Big year for electronics
Electronic goods contribute about 25 per
cent of the Massmart stable's bottom line.
The company had a "tremendous year in
electronics" last year as a result of the Fifa
World Cup hosted in July, according to
group corporate affairs executive Brian

Leroni.
Within South Africa’s biggest wholesaler,
electronics showed consistent growth for
the six months leading up to Christmas as
well as the period leading up to the World
Cup. This was especially true for flat-panel
TVs, which generated a large proportion of
turnover.
The company says there has been a big
move towards BlackBerry phones, popular
with teenagers, as the items provide free
communication access, as well as being
user-friendly when it comes to e-mails,
Facebook and Twitter. There has also been
a trend towards home-theatre systems with
docking stations for iPods.
Fashion for the indebted
Econometrix economist Tony Twine says
room to catch up is at least partly enabled

by growing electrification over the past two
decades.
"And it's going to receive an even greater lift
by the expansion of broadband," he says.
"Electronic goods tend to be mid-priced
durables. They are not hugely expensive like
vehicles, and they're not cheap like washing
machines," Twine continues. "When people
are carrying a lot of debt they are often
precluded by the new credit rules from
loading up with huge volumes of new debt."
Credit facilities for computers, hi-fi
equipment and large-scale TV sets are still
available, however.
"Just like people tend to do up their
houses during times when they can't borrow
money to buy new houses, these middlepriced durable goods come into fashion at
times of high indebtedness,” says Twine.
Source: Sunday Times

Furniture retailers report good sales growth
W

page 5

worked out a number of payment plans
with customers.”
Commenting on the outlook for
consumers, Enslin says it continues to
improve steadily. "Higher real wage
increases granted across most sectors
of the economy are positive, while
retrenchments and job losses in our
customer base appear to have stabilised.”
During the recession, furniture and
appliance retailers were hard-pressed due
to debt collection difficulties and a marked
drop in sales of durable goods and bigticket items, but in the words of JD Group
executive chairman David Sussman, "the
tide has turned."
Good festive trading for JD Group
Tangible benefits are beginning to emerge
from the JD Group's strategic decision to
decouple the furniture retail and financial
services operating divisions, the company
says.
Merchandise sales increased by 25.2 per
cent over the festive period. For the four
months ended 15 January merchandise
sales at the furniture retail division
8
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increased by 20.4 per cent (68 per cent of
these sales were done on credit).
The cash division (incorporating
Incredible Connection and Hi-Fi
Corporation) showed a 6.1 per cent
increase in merchandise sales with a very
gratifying increase in unit sales.
More sales growth
Shoprite's furniture division, which has also
been struggling along with its peers as
recession-hit customers put off purchases
of big-ticket items, grew sales by 4.3 per
cent in the six months to December 2010.
Mr Price's home division (Mr Price Home
and Sheet Street) achieved sales growth for
the third quarter ending December 2010 of
10.9 per cent (13.1 per cent in December)
and comparable sales growth of 12.7 per
cent ( 15.5 per cent in December).
According to a retail analyst, trading
conditions in the furniture sector have
definitely picked up. "People have more
money to spend because interest rates
are lower. They're feeling more confident
to part with their cash, not just for smaller
price tags but for bigger items too.”
The South African Reserve Bank cut the
repo rate by 50 basis points to 5.5 per cent
in November last year, taking interest rates

to their lowest in almost 30 years, allowing
consumers to spend more money and
facilitate debt more easily.
The analyst adds that furniture retailers
are coming off a very low base after the
economic downturn, but because this is a
cyclical business they will perform well as
the economy picks up.
Consumer confidence up
This is borne out by the last quarter
Economic Confidence Index (ECI), released
by TNS Research Surveys in December
2010, which shows both a return to a
more normal, non-recessionary pattern
and a strong improvement in how people
are feeling about their current economic
circumstances – reaching levels not seen
since early 2008 and well up on the same
time in 2009. This is even more marked in
the upper income bands.
The overall ECI rose to 137, up from 133
in the third quarter of 2010 (May 2002 =
100), remaining at levels not seen for two
years, since before the load-shedding of
2008.
More detailed analysis also shows that,
compared with August 2010, there is
improved confidence in the economy, both
among the wealthier and less wealthy.

Newsline

Eurolux lights up the web
If ever there existed a truly interactive
virtual shop for lamps and lighting
requirements, the new Eurolux website is
it. The site offers consumers and retailers
a hitherto unmatched hub of products,
energy-saving information, news and
general lighting tips and tricks.
The main attraction will undoubtedly
be the impressive product catalogue,
complete with photos, product
specifications, downloadable CAD
drawings, a colour picker, and much
more. Visitors are able to browse by
theme, colour, lamp base, lamp shape or
fitting type.
“There really is something for each
and every décor preference,” says Eurolux
brand Manager Andrew Wex. "And
finding just the right product has been
made really simple at www.eurolux.co.za."
According to Wex, the company
designed the website with both retailers
and consumers in mind.
“Eurolux does not sell directly to the
public, hence the importance of our
retailers. This site will be a useful sales
tool to them, while also introducing
web browsing consumers to the Eurolux
lighting range.”
The information provided is current
and relevant, able to assist the novice and
lighting professional alike in designing
and selecting a lighting solution to meet
their specific needs.
Apart from the store locater featured

Andrew Wex – "Site will be a useful sales
tool."
on the site, customers are able to fill up
a shopping basket with their selected
products; a quote request is then
generated and sent directly to the top
retailers in the consumer’s area.
“The retailer will then e-mail the
customer a quote, together with any
other relevant information, such as
availability,” Wex explains. “The customer
just needs to decide which quote they
would like to act on, go in store and
purchase those particular products
according to the quote provided. Eurolux
will follow up with the various retailers

to ensure that the customer receives the
best possible service.”
There is a definite eco-friendly theme
to the Eurolux site, with the energysaving calculator bound to receive a lot of
interest. The calculator allows the user to
define the rooms of their home and then
specify which lamps they currently use
– it will then display the savings potential
should the user select to substitute their
traditional lamps with energy efficient
equivalents. The final calculation tells the
consumer how much money and energy
they save, by how much they will reduce
carbon emissions and more.
The site’s ‘School of Light’ section will
demystify a lot of the lighting lingo that
consumers might be unfamiliar with and
will hopefully assist them in planning
their lighting a tad better.
“We take industry terms and explain it
to the man on the street,” says Wex. “What
is an LED, GLS, CFL? These are standard
lighting terms that can be confusing if
you are uncertain of their meaning.”
Visitors to the site will also be kept up
to date with the latest Eurolux news and
be able to learn from the Tips & Tricks
section. This section features ‘How to’
guides along with interesting information
on energy saving, stainless steel
maintenance (for indoor and outdoor
fittings) and more. Most of the articles are
accompanied by up to six pictures, so as
to better explain concepts.

Massmart shareholders approve Walmart offer
Massmart shareholders have voted in
favour of Walmart’s offer to acquire 51
per cent of Massmart at a cash price of
R148.00 per share. At a special meeting
held at Massmart's Johannesburg offices
in January, 97.67 per cent of shareholders
present and entitled to vote voted in
favour of the deal, more than the 75 per
cent that was required.
There are, however, important
conditions that need to be fulfilled before
the transaction can be implemented,
including approvals from the South
10
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African courts and the competition
authorities.
The South African Commercial, Catering
and Allied Workers Union (Saccawu)
has said it will challenge the proposed
takeover via South African competition
law and in the political realm and will
continue to directly educate its union
membership about the implications for
workers should the takeover proceed.
The Competition Commission applied
to the Competition Tribunal for a 15-day
extension to its investigation period in

relation to the proposed Massmart/WalMart transaction, following a request by
SACCAWU for an extension to enable the
union to present additional evidence.
“Massmart understands that it is
important for all stakeholders to be
afforded sufficient opportunity to present
their concerns in good faith.
"We therefore respect the Competition
Tribunal’s subsequent decision to
grant a 15-day extension in order to
accommodate the union,” says Massmart
CEO Grant Pattison.

Newsline

Norcros SA appoints
new brand manager

Norcros South Africa has
appointed Gela Ohl as its new
brand manager. Ohl joins the
company after several years
in the retail and flooring
industries, brining with her
a wealth of knowledge. This
experience will stand her in
good stead while she looks
after the Norcros SA brand
and its divisions, including
adhesive manufacturer,
TAL and industrial adhesive
manufacturer Nortec.
Originally of German
descent, Ohl obtained her
National Diploma in Public
Gela Ohl – enjoying job diversity.
Relations and a National
Higher Diploma in Management Practice from Wits Technikon.
She kicked off her career at Russells furniture group in 1990 as a
customer service representative and later moved into marketing
where she was awarded employee of the year. “I loved the buzz
of the shop floor and I still tend to look at everything from a retail
perspective,” she says.
Ohl joined distributor Pioneer Flooring in 1998 as marketing
executive where she developed a passion for outstanding service
levels, which according to her, is crucial in this sector. At Pioneer
she created and marketed dealer-owned brands and developed the
business with the large retailers such as House & Home and Builders
Warehouse. She received the managing director award in 2000.
When Pioneer was purchased by Belgotex Floor Coverings in
2007 the acquisition gave Ohl additional exposure, this time to
the manufacturing environment. She moved to Warmup, a smaller
manufacturer of underfloor heating systems as marketing manager
in 2008 and was later transferred to its holding company Heatsolve
in Ireland where she focused on creating floor heating brands for the
Canadian and Irish markets.
The novelty of living abroad soon wore off and feeling homesick,
Ohl returned to South Africa to join Norcros SA.
Commenting on the challenges the industry is facing Ohl says:
“Getting the right balance between traditional marketing activities
and keeping pace with social media changes without losing sight
of the fundamentals. Also, the demand for greener, environmentally
friendly products is growing. Consumers want to do good and we
are finding that consideration for the environment features as a
strong factor in their decision making when purchasing building
materials and finishes.”
According to Ohl opportunities for growth can be found in the
innovation of green building products, producing consumer-friendly
DIY retail products and developing markets in Africa.
“I enjoy the diversity of my job, from remembering a customer’s
birthday to developing a brand strategy,” she says.
Home Goods Retailer – February 2011
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Fewer retailers in the red – Deloi

tte
Even the bottom line for the historically
low-margin fast moving consumer goods
sector improved, increasing 0.3 per cent
year-on-year.
According to Deloitte, every region
suffered a decline in sales growth, but all
regions saw an increase in profitability, with
the exception of Africa and the Middle East.

The efforts of many companies to cut
costs and adjust their inventory levels have
paid off, with net profit across the top 250
retailers in the world increasing from 2.4
per cent in 2008 to 3.1 per cent in 2009,
according to a report from Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu (DTTL).
"These figures demonstrate the efforts of
retailers around the world to manage the
bottom line," says Dr Ira Kalish, director of
consumer business for Deloitte Research,
part of Deloitte Services in the US. "Just
a year ago we reported falling profits for
retailers as consumers cut back and bloated
inventories led to deep discounting."
2009 decline
The report, in conjunction with Stores
Media, revealed that more than one third of
the world's 250 largest retailers suffered a
decline in sales in fiscal 2009, as the global
economic downturn led to more cautious
consumer behaviour and a drying-up of
available credit.
"Retailers have acted quickly to identify
where savings were possible and are reaping
the benefits," says Kalish. "It will be harder for
retailers to continue to boost profits through
these measures, and instead they will be
hoping economic recovery can put sales
growth back on track."
While about one third of the 188 retailers
that disclosed their bottom line results
saw their net profit decline in 2009, this is
a significant improvement compared with
2008, when two thirds experienced falling
profits.
Future concerns
"As 2011 begins, however, retailers worry
about inadequate demand in developed
countries and overheating in emerging
countries. They also face concerns about
exchange rate volatility, changing fiscal
policy and the sustainability of recovery in
some markets," Kalish continues.
In 2009 only 13 companies operated
at a loss – less than half the number of
unprofitable companies in 2008.
The report also states that the
composition of the top ten retailers in the
world remained the same in fiscal 2009;
however, sales declined for four top ten
retailers – Carrefour, Metro, Costco and
Home Depot.
Meanwhile, three retailers saw sales grow
12
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Dr Ira Kalish – "Retailers acted quickly to
identify where savings were possible."
one per cent or less.
Above average
"Tesco, Schwarz and Aldi were the only
companies among the top ten whose sales
growth outpaced the top 250 average," the
report says.
Profitability improved in every product
sector, with fashion retailers showing a
particularly strong performance, increasing
their profit margin from 4.1 per cent to 7.6
per cent against overall sales growth of just
0.7 per cent.

Greatest growth
"The biggest increase was in Latin America,
with the profit margin increasing from 1.4
to 3.3 per cent, and retailers in the US saw
profitability increase by slightly more than
one per cent to 3.4 per cent in fiscal 2009,
while those in the UK had the highest profit
margin of any country at 3.5 per cent, up
from 2.5 per cent in 2008 and also one of
the highest growth rates – 7.1%," the report
continues.
For the first time since DTTL began
tracking the level of globalisation among the
global powers of retailing in 2005, foreign
operations as a share of top 250 retail sales
declined.
But this was a small drop – from 22.9
per cent in 2008 to 22.2 per cent in 2009
– and it comes in a year in which 38 retailers
began operations in new countries for the
first time, with a combined total of 57 new
market entries involving 42 countries.
Source: I-Net Bridge

Steinhoff sets sights on Conforma
Steinhoff International chief executive Markus Jooste has confirmed that the
South African-based manufacturing and logistics company is in talks to buy PPR's
Conforama furniture unit, France's second largest furniture retailer.
Conforama, which has been valued at about EUR1.3 billion (R11.9 billion), is
"exactly up our alley", says Jooste. "A successful purchase would help us expand
further in Europe."
PPR, the owner of brands including Puma and Gucci, is seeking to dispose of its
retail units, including the Fnac music and video stores and mail-order retailer Redcats,
to focus on building its luxury and lifestyle businesses.
Steinhoff, which saw its turnover from European operations nearly triple over
the past the past three years to last year, called its European retail operations the
highlight of the past quarter. The company is benefiting from its positioning in the
lower end of the furniture market in Western Europe, where consumers in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland kept up spending in the three months to September 2010.
The strong performance of retail operations in Europe is the basis of the
company's search for acquisitions. Jooste says that this territory presents a number
of exciting consolidation opportunities, as well as access to territories in which the
company does not currently have presence.

Newsline International

Major appliances industry grows 23% across Asian markets
Thanks to the economic recovery,
increasing spending power of
consumers in the region has been a
boon to many industries, including the
major household appliances sector,
which has managed to bounce back
from its weakened performance of
yesteryear.
GfK Asia findings across nine Asian
markets – Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea,
Philippines, Vietnam, and Indonesia
– reveals an exponential increase of 23
per cent and 19 per cent respectively
in overall sales and volume, compared
to a year (survey period is Jan-Oct 2010
vs Jan-Oct 2009) before, with various
markets even registering more than 50
per cent growth.
"With Asia leading the growth in
home sales globally, it is not surprising
to see heightened demands for
household appliances in this part of the
world as well.
"Developing economies in the region
such as Indonesia and Philippines
experienced the greatest growth with
consumers here spending over 60 per
cent more on major home appliances,"
says GfK Asia home appliances regional
account director Jasmine Lim.
"Surging demands also spurred price
hikes in the majority of the markets
surveyed where average prices rose by
ten per cent or more, with countries like
Singapore and Indonesia hitting 19.5
and 14.5 per cent growth respectively.

Key appliance – air conditioners
According to GfK findings, a key
appliance which contributed to the
good performance of the industry was
air conditioners, selling over 25 per
cent more in units and raking in 24 per
cent more in dollar value in the past 12
months.
Among all the countries surveyed, the
top markets which spent the most on air
conditioners out of their total household
spend on major home appliances were
Taiwan (51.3 per cent), Hong Kong (44.6
per cent) and Singapore (42.8 per cent).
"Besides an intense and early onset of
summer in some of the markets, which
has led to increased air conditioner sales,
we also observed more households
buying the more expensive inverter-type
air conditioners, reflecting a growing
awareness of consumers towards its
environmentallyfriendly and energy
conservation benefits," highlights Lim.
"This trend is especially gaining
prevalence in Taiwan where nearly three
in five (58 per cent) of all air conditioners
bought were inverter-types."
Increasing spendings for higher-end
products
Another emerging trend brought
about by increasing spending power is
consumers' preference to purchase more
sophisticated, higher-end products.
"For instance, our report is showing
shifts in buying patterns in washing
machines, from double tub to single
tub, top to front loaders, and also

upgrading to higher capacity models,"
Lim observes.
Yet another
example of
consumers'
upgrading to
higher-end
appliances is
reflected in
the refrigerator
segment. In
developing
markets, twodoor top
freezer types
In developing
are gradually
markets, two-door
replacing the
top freezer types are
one-door
gradually replacing
model, while in
the one-door model.
more affluent
economies, there is a rising interest
towards the niche segment of multidoor refrigerators.
"Consumers these days are better
informed and more conscious about
environmental issues, thanks to global
activities such as Earth Hour and
other government campaigns to raise
awareness of its importance," says Lim.
"As such trends persist, we can predict
that the future of the home appliance
industry will significantly be shaped
accordingly.
"Additionally, we can expect more
environmentally friendly appliances
occupying a substantial proportion of
the market."

Samsung Elec tronics buys Dutch LCD firm
Samsung Electronics has acquired
Liquavista, the pioneer of a new screen
technology that the South Korean giant
hopes will boost its liquid crystal display
(LCD) business.
Samsung says it will build on
the Dutch firm's "electrowetting"
technology, which it says allows for
bright, colourful and easy-to-read
displays in any light environment, and
uses less energy.
Samsung, the world's largest maker of

flat screens and memory chips, did not
disclose how much the deal was worth.
Electrowetting can be applied to ereaders, mobile phones, media players
and other mobile devices.
"With the acquisition of Liquavista,
we aimto strengthen our leadership
in (the) next-generation display
industry by pioneering the application
of electrowetting in e-paper and
transparent displays," the company says.
The Eindhoven-based Liquavista,

which was founded in 2006 as a spinoff from Philips Research Labs, joins
Samsung's growing LCD business as
flat-panel televisions and mobile screens
explode in popularity worldwide.
In 2008 Samsung Electronics acquired
intellectual property assets of US firm
Clairvoyant, allowing it to develop new
LCDs with less power consumption.
The company also acquired Israeli
semiconductor technology provider
TransChip in 2007.
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Market Review

Small Domestic Appliances
GfK classifies small domestic appliances (SDA) into ten categories: beverage makers, food makers, food
preparation, health, indoor cooking, linen care, hair care, personal care, seasonal and special packs.

Modest growth in 2010, but 2011 outlook hopeful
Thanks to a relatively strong 2009 base year,
growth in the SDA market during 2010 was
modest overall. Revenue grew by only three
per cent in 2010, a stark contrast to the 2009
period where double digit growth in units and
revenue were recorded off a weak 2008 .
Revenue exceeded unit sales during June and December (see 1).
In the June reporting period this can be attributed to the sharp
sales increase of seasonal appliances such as heaters and electric
blankets.
December value, however, exceeds unit sales due to the relatively
higher sales of high ticket appliances such as food processors and
preparation, indoor cooking appliances and hand blenders and
mixers, probably owing to gifting over the festive season.
While low ticket items such as kettles and toasters do increase
in sales, the effect these products have on the overall average
price is mitigated by the relatively stronger increases in the above
mentioned higher priced categories.
Movement up and down
Market prices for kettles showed some movement between 2009
and 2010 and an upward shifting of prices below R150 was tracked
(see 2). Products in this price bracket sold in greater quantities
during 2010 compared to 2009, as much of the differences in these
low price classes was due to promotion-driven activities.
An opposing trend was noted in products priced at or more
than R500, where volumes dropped off by about 38 per cent.
Interestingly, products between R300 and R400 began to show
signs of growth especially in the final quarter of 2010.
While volumes for SDA as a whole grew five per cent over 2010,
the irons market was pushed downward by five per cent in revenue
owing strong competitive pricing during 2010 (see 3).
Open-market branded products took market share away from
private label products as a resuilt of this stronger price competition.
This did not do much to spur on sales, as unit developments overall
remained flat at just under 1.5 million units for 2010.

1

2

3

Expectations
Forecast expectations remain moderate to positive, especially if
macroeconomic conditions remain relatively stable going into 2011.
Movement at the entry level of the market will also continue to
drive volume growth, while strong price competition may erode
revenue developments.

GfK tracks the sales of consumer durables through monthly retail audits done on model level. This audit is
carried out across all relevant channels of distribution. GfK currently tracks and reports on over 60 product
categories within the consumer electronics, domestic appliances, telecoms, IT, DIY and gaming markets.
14
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Ironing is no longer a chore

2200W

2400W

The new Russell Hobbs EasyFill iron has been speciﬁcally
designed to make ironing ... Easy!
Its unique funnel system allows you to reﬁll the iron
directly from the tap with no spills and no mess,
dramatically reducing ironing time. The cord wraps
neatly around the base making it easy to store too.
The new Russell Hobbs EasyFill iron, it’s ironing made ... Easy!

For more information, phone 011 490 9000
or visit www.russellhobbs.co.za

Kenwood kMix Hand Mixer

Kenwood kMix Hand Blender

Kenwood kMix Kitchen Machine
Kenwood kMix Blender

NEW FROM KENWOOD

Thinking kitchens?
Think Kenwood kMix!
Kenwood is pleased to announce the Kenwood
kMix ‘art in the kitchen’ range of kitchen
appliances. Kenwood kMix Kitchen Machines
combine simplicity and function to bring design
harmony to any kitchen. Kenwood kMix – where
food preparation meets design.

Kenwood kMix Hand Blender
Kenwood’s new kMix Hand Blender, Model HB791
is a compact kitchen machine with the ability
to handle many food prep jobs in the kitchen. A
clever space-saving storage unit keeps all the
pieces tidy and ready to use. The 700 watt motor
and ſve speeds make it easy to adapt the power
to suit the task. To change the attachments on
the power handle, just click in or out the chopper,
whisk, frother (perfect for cappuccino), or slot the
power handle into the food processor for slicing,
shredding, chopping and mixing.
Appliances in the Kenwood kMix range combine
style and design to present powerful, easy to use,
efſcient machines.

Kenwood kMix Blender
The Kenwood kMix Blender, Model BLX51, with
a powerful 800 watt motor, ensures effortless
blending on each of the four auto settings. These
settings adapt speed and cycles to give maximum
blending and best results in a minimum of time.
The pulse button can be used to ſnish off any
mixture. Use the kMix Blender for cold drinks,
smoothies, soups, dips, crushing ice and more.

Kenwood kMix Kitchen Machine – it’s a piece
of art in the kitchen!
The kMix Kitchen Machine, Model KMX51, from
Kenwood, combines simplicity and function to
bring design harmony to any kitchen. The kMix
Kitchen Machine, with a full set of mixing tools,
including a balloon whisk, K-beater and Dough
hook, ensures that a wide range of recipes can
be created using the one machine.
With a 500 watt motor, the kMix gives
outstanding high quality performance. A 5 liter
bowl, with sturdy handle, is perfect for large
volume mixtures, and a safety lock automatically
stops the machine if the head is lifted during
use. Unique, revolving mixing action thoroughly
incorporates ingredients. Optional attachments,
such as a pasta maker and mincer are available.

Kenwood kMix Hand Mixer ‘the art of living’
The stylish, 400 watt Kenwood kMix Hand Mixer,
HM791, comes in sleek red or shiny black ſnish.
+t offers performance and ƀexibility, combined
with convenience and ease of use.
With 5 speeds, a pulse, easy to use thumb
control and ‘soft grip’ handle, the kMix hand
mixer offers complete control of all mixing needs.
A compact storage unit has space for the mixer,
stainless steel beaters and kneaders, plus
integral cord storage – the kMix will always be
ready to use.

The 1.6 liter glass goblet has a large handle for
convenient pouring, and is dishwasher safe. With
its elegant, versatile design, the blender can be
used and displayed with pride.

The range of Kenwood kMix appliances,
such as the mixers, blenders, toasters,
kettles is available, in sleek red or shiny
black, from Boardman’s.

For more information on the Kenwood
kMix range of appliances, please phone
011 474 0153, and speak to the brand
manager

Small Domestic Appliances

Range of smart consumer products help save energy
As part of its EcoVision plan, Philips South
Africa has launched its range of energy
efficient consumer lifestyle products that
enable consumers to save energy.
The strategy, which aims to generate
30 per cent of Philips’ revenue through
environmentally friendly products
by 2012, highlights the company’s
commitment to contributing towards
a greener environment. The launch
of these eco-friendly products also
addresses a growing consumer demand
for sustainable options that enable
them to contribute to the environment
through small everyday steps.
The energy efficient consumer lifestyle
products consist of an energy-saving
steam iron and a temperature-regulating
kettle. Designed to conveniently reduce
their impact on the environment without
compromising on performance or
design, these appliances benefit from
new Philips technology which allows
them to work at the same capacity as
regular ones, but by either using less
energy, or incorporating unique features
that enables consumers to actively save
energy themselves.
Switching to these energy-saving
appliances will help every household
reduce its CO2 emissions without having

lifted from the garment, resulting in
energy savings of 20 per cent per ironing
session without compromising on end
results. No steam wasted means more
energy saved.

The Philips temperature-regulating kettle.
to change their lifestyle.
No unwanted steam
Consumers won’t be letting off unwanted
steam when it comes to ironing with the
new EnergyCare steam iron which gives
great results while saving energy.
Unlike normal steam irons, the
EnergyCare’s smart steam technology
stops steam creation when the iron is

Guilt-free frying in the kitchen –
The new Philips AirFryer not only enables
consumers to serve healthy, delicious
food quickly and easily, but also with a
clean conscience.
AirFryer’s secret is its patented Rapid
Air Technology which combines fastcirculating hot air with a grill, to create
fries with up to 80 per cent less fat (in
comparison to other chip fryers), as
well as a range of other sides and meals
– without compromising on taste.
Consequently, consumers can lose the
oil (and the guilt) and fry with air instead!
With a choice of foods and snacks,
the Philips AirFryer cooks anything from
delicious chicken nuggets, to meat,
tempura, fries and even brownies.
The AirFryer requires no heating up
time, allowing users to prepare a batch of
18
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Temperature control
The energy efficient kettle enables
consumers to save energy by allowing
them to control the temperature at
which the water is heated – with options
of 40°, 60°, 80° and 100°C – resulting in
an energy saving of 25 per cent on the
household kettle, and a reduction in
individuals’ carbon footprint.
Philips South Africa marketing
manager Sally Green comments, “Philips
technology has been advancing and
simplifying consumers’ lives since 1891.”
Designed around the Philips brand
pillar of ‘sense and simplicity’, these
eco-friendly products make it easier for
consumers to save energy.
“Consumers are increasingly searching
for simple ways to make an everyday
contribution to the environment," she
continues. “Philips is committed to
creating products that meet this need.”
All the energy-saving products meet
the recognised Philips green certification
and carry the Philips Green Logo.

with air

The Philips AirFryer prepares healthy food in
minutes.
healthy and tasty meals in minutes – and
keep their electricity bills down.
In addition, the AirFryer overcomes
the odour creates by traditional frying.
Because it uses hot air rather than oil to

fry food, it emits fewer vapours, while the
Integrated Air Filter diffuses any smells.
The AirFryer also includes a food
separator accessory which allows users
to fry multiple foods at once without
mixing the flavours together, ensuring
that their fries taste like fries, and their
schnitzel tastes like schnitzel.
And when they're done, the
removable, dishwasher-safe parts and
non-stick surfaces make the cleaning up
as easy as the cooking.
For inspiration, the Philips AirFryer
comes complete with a recipe book.
Now family favourites (like crispy fries
from frozen to finished in 12 minutes)
can be enjoyed every day of the week
with all the taste, and none of the hassle
or guilt.

THB/30667/HGR

Haute couture for your kitchen

Russell Hobbs

Allure Kettle
with 3kW concealed rapid boil element

Russell Hobbs

Allure Toaster
with frozen bread, bagel, and cancel functions

Savour the rich blend of brushed stainless steel
and glass at every glance
Russell Hobbs

Allure Coffee Maker
What would chic style be without simplicity?
The new Allure Coffee Maker from Russell Hobbs is where both style and
simplicity meet, offering a single LED button operation, a1.5 litre tank capacity
and a removable water ﬂask for easy reﬁlling. What’s more, its auto warm
function keeps coffee at a consistent 98°C brewing temperature for 3 hours.
With this kind of design and functionality, it’s guaranteed to please
no matter what your taste.

For more information, phone 011 490 9000
or visit www.russellhobbs.co.za

THINKING KITCHEN…?

THINK
Quality Home Appliances for more than 60 years
Kenwood Kitchen Machines are unique. Powerful, adaptable, stylish and technically advanced, Kenwood’s range of
food preparation appliances is still unequalled in the world today.
For over 60 years, Kenwood appliances have been the preferred kitchen machines for thousands of homemakers,
world-wide. With the latest range of Kenwood kitchen Machines, such as the top-of-the-range Kenwood Titanium
Major (pictured), food preparation has become even easier. There’s no limit to the number of delicious recipes that
Kenwood appliances can produce.
With a classic, timeless style that never goes out of fashion, the Kenwood range is specially designed to enhance
the décor of any kitchen. Quality appliances and great after-sales service have made Kenwood a leader in the small
appliance field.
For more information about Kenwood Appliances, phone 011 474 0153 or go to www.kenwood.com.

Beds & Bedding

‘As you make your bed, so you must lie in it’

Marcel Bender – expecting growth in the
high-end bedding market segment.

Nothing sums up the huge importance
of sleeping equipment for our sense
of wellbeing better than the above
forthright proverb.
According to experts, mattresses
should be replaced every five to seven
years. From 18 to 23 January 2011,
health and hygiene-conscious visitors
to imm cologne in Germany found an
amazing variety of offerings awaiting
them in the Sleep segment of this
internationally renowned furnishings
show. Long-standing exhibitors from
previous years were joined by new
providers from Belgium, Germany, Italy,
Poland, Sweden, Spain and Hungary.
From mattresses and sleeping
systems, to all kind of beds and bed
linen, the international collection
offered everything that turns the
bedroom into an oasis of calm and
wellbeing.
And since the visible partition
between bathroom and bedroom is
becoming more and more blurred, the
bedroom is increasingly being used

as a cozy chill-out zone. Which is why
the emphasis this year was on beds
with high, luxuriously unbolstered
headboards, side units and hidden pullout compartments.
Also on show were bed bases
powered by electric motors, which
help to achieve the perfect adjustment,
whatever the user's needs are.
Additionally, numerous material and
technology innovations focused on
functionality for improving aspects of
health and comfort.
Industry experts anticipate
recovery and slight growth
In the first half of 2010, the German
mattress industry made 350 million
euros. The signs for the current year
are positive, says Essen-based German
Mattress Industry Association director
Dr Ulrich Leifeld, particularly in the highend quality segment.
This trend is confirmed by Cauval
page 22 X
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The Wish round bed set from Turkish company Yatsan.

W

page 21

group (Dunlopillo and Nordica)
head of German operations and
general manager on the board
Marcel Bender: “Especially in times of
economic recovery, consumers start
attaching more importance to quality,
sophisticated concepts and brilliant
innovations again. We are expecting the
high-end segment to grow.”
As for the trade in bed systems in
Germany, including metal and wooden
beds, industry experts marketmedia24
(Cologne)/BBE Handelsberatung
(Munich) are also predicting slight
growth. Whilst in 2009 beds and bed
systems generated sales of 2,759 million
euros at retail prices, this figure is
expected to rise to 2,785 million euros in
2010 and 2,810 million euros in 2011.
It is therefore all the more important
for providers of bed systems to focus on
presenting new sleeping concepts that
will convince consumers independently
of the price argument.
“Sleep is the ideal platform for that,”
says Bender.
22
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Intelligent, individual trends
Based on innovations revealed at
imm cologne 2011 by bed system
manufacturers and bedding producers,
it seems as if the major trend in bed
systems is still towards intelligence and
individualisation.
Whether it’s a base system designed
for heavy people, special pillows and
mattresses for stomach sleepers,

“According to experts,
mattresses should be
replaced every
five to seven years”

sophisticated interior-sprung creations
or water beds for people with bad backs,
ingenious multi-zone cold-cure foam
mattresses for people with shoulder
problems or complete packages, every
single element of which is attuned to
the individual user – when it comes to
fine-tuning their products to consumers’
needs, the sleep system providers are

tireless.
Intense competition
There is intense competition in the
mattress sector between providers of
innerspring (European share: 50 per cent),
foam (35 per cent) and latex (15 per cent)
mattresses.
In the foam segment, new milling
techniques are being used to cut different
zones to different depths and thus
optimise the ergonomics of the mattress.
Production is being perfected
continuously: top-quality piping, climatecontrol mattress protectors, glitter threads
or patterns can be incorporated without
any difficulty.
For many mattress manufacturers,
antibacterial properties are an important
area. Some processes are based on silver
ions, while others use microorganisms
to ensure the mattress stays free of dust
mites, fungi and bacteria.
Sleep phase mattress success
Success of the sleep phase mattress, first
introduced to the market at imm cologne
2010, is exceeding exptectations.
Thanks to dynamic foams the mattress'

Beds & Bedding

The beautiful material and the gentle wave form of Tempur's Promessa mattress combine to
give an elegant, contemporary design of supreme relaxation.

firmness can be freely programmed
according to the individual sleep phases
– softer for sleeping into the night (deep
sleep phase), firmer and more supportive
during most of the night (dream phase)
and softer just before waking up – or as
the consumer prefers.
The product is aimed at consumers
who want to sleep better, and who wish
to purchase a product customised to their

“There is intense competition
between providers of
innerspring, foam and latex
mattresses”

night, a growing problem as sleeping
room temperatures are lower than
ten years ago.
Additionally, because mattresses
often incorporate new materials
such as climate control covers or air
permeable foam types the warmth
loss is even greater as body heat
energy is absorbed more quickly.
Heating the mattress is not a
solution as it leads to sweating.
Rather, intelligent products regulate
warmth loss through the production
of a mild warmth deep inside the
mattress.
The sleeper feels comfortably
warm, enjoys undisturbed rest and
experiences no sweating.

specific needs, and not 'one firmness fits
all'.
Warmth comfort mattresses
Several exhibitors showcased products
and solutions in the new market segment,
warmth comfort mattresses.
These mattresses actively reduce the
warmth loss of the sleeper during the

Germany-based Bast exhibited its
Spectra frame which is now also
available in a three-motor version with
an adjustable neck support section. The
plate frame features 72 highly flexible
modules for optimal support and
adjustment to the body’s contours.
Home Goods Retailer – February 2011
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Restonic continues to raise the
Restonic prides itself on being one of the
country’s leading bedding manufacturers
and as such is always looking for ways to
improve its products and service.
As in the past, 2011 will certainly be
a year filled with product innovation,
commitment to service excellence
and on-time deliveries to all Restonic
customers, countrywide and crossborder.
New foam successful
The introduction of Airzone foam into
the company's range has been hugely
successful and the popularity of this
product is growing every month. Airzone
is a unique layer of foam that is used
in certain of Restonic's products which
provides a superior level of comfort,
resulting in a restful and peaceful night’s
sleep.
Usually mattresses are made with
solid slabs of foam which restrict airflow,

bar

but Airzone has individually cut comfort
cushions which allow for improved blood
and airflow.
These cushions also respond
independently to the body’s different
weight conditions, thereby effectively
absorbing pressure points and achieving
superior weight distribution.
The result is superior pressure point
relief which reduces tossing and turning
for an undisturbed night’s sleep.
Bigger fleet
To continue providing Restonic
customers with the superior service
they have become accustomed to, the
company has increased the size of its
fleet, which currently consists of 80
vehicles ranging from bakkies and trailers
to super links.
All the vehicles are fitted with C-Track
and are monitored constantly to ensure
that the most economical route is taken

and deliveries are completed timeously.
Management is able to check on the
location of a vehicle at any time and also
communicate with the driver.
Enhanced efficiency
Restonic has also streamlined its factory
and purchased numerous new machines,
ranging from rufflers to high-frequency
quilting machines, as well as its very
own plastic injection mould, which now
makes all of the base corners and legs.
This has allowed Restonic to ensure
the most efficient running of the factory
and has brought the company one step
closer to being self sufficient.
As always, Restonic's vision remains “to
consistently produce the most desirable
sleep systems in the world” and with its
manufacturing capabilities, innovative
design and efficient service the company
believes that it is certainly living up to
this standard.

Beds & Bedding

Celebrate feeling ‘130 years youn
The young and the “young-at-heart” have
always enjoyed the advanced superior
technology , extreme comfort and support
that every Sealy mattress offers. Who would
have thought that the vision of Daniel
Haynes, a cotton gin builder from Sealy,
Texas, would be influencing our sleeping
comfort 130 years later?
Sleeping on a cloud
Haynes began his development by making
cotton-filled mattresses for friends and
neighbours. He went on to invent a
machine that compressed cotton for use
in mattresses, receiving a patent for his
invention in 1889. This “Mattress from Sealy”
enjoyed much popularity.
Haynes' mattress became so popular
that he sold patent rights to people in
other markets, who began building the
product that, at the time, was known as the
"Mattress from Sealy".
In 1906 Haynes sold all his patents and
knowledge to a Texas company that took
the name "Sealy". Here, a young advertising
executive, Earl Edwards, launched Sealy on
the road to national prominence.
Edwards placed Sealy mattress ads in
The Saturday Evening Post and Ladies'
Home Journal. He also ensured that Sealy
registered its name, developed a trademark,
and gave Sealy the slogan "Sleeping on a
Sealy is like sleeping on a cloud.”
Edwards' next idea was to be a pivotal
step in Sealy's evolution. He understood
that more production facilities equaled
expansion, and he followed Coca-Cola's
lead and sought licensees. By 1920, Sealy
had 28 licensed plants and was the first
mattress company to establish a licensing
programme.
The Great Depression saw a decline in
mattress sales. Spurred on by Edwards, the
eight strongest Sealy licensees pooled their
resources, paid off the debt of the licensing
company, and created what was to become
known as Sealy Inc. The 1930's were tough,
but these eight determined licensees
survived and, in fact, introduced a major
new product at the same time – the buttonfree mattress.
Posturepedic
In 1950 Sealy introduced its first Sealy
26
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g’ with Sealy

Posturepedic brand mattress,
the only mattress in the
industry that focused on the
importance of correct back
support, designed in cooperation with orthopaedic
surgeons.
The 1970s brought major
product development
and refinements. Sealy
Posturepedic bedding
became high-tech with
programmed coils for
increased support. At the
same time, Sealy box springs became
known as foundations, due to the
development of the torsion bar module
base.
The end of the 1980s saw the
introduction of the industry's newest
innerspring innovation – Sealy Posturepedic
PostureTech Coil, now used in most Sealy

“The technical innovations
introduced by Sealy
for improved sleep
quickly led to
Posturepedic becoming
the number one
choice in South Africa”

Posturepedic mattresses. It is highlighted by
a patented Sensory Arm feature that senses
and cushions movement, then responds
with increasing support.
Sealy’s latest innovation is the
introduction of the new No toss & Turn
zoned range.
Historically, Sealy entered into
contracts with independent licensees for
manufacturing and marketing the Sealy
brand abroad.
Today, Sealy Inc. is the largest bedding
manufacturer in North America and the
Sealy brand has the largest market share in
North America.
Global heritage, local execution
Sealy South Africa produced its first mattress

at its factory in Johannesburg in 1967. All
products are made to the specifications set
down by Sealy Inc. US and its consulting
orthopaedic surgeons.
The technical innovations introduced
by Sealy for improved sleep quickly led to
Posturepedic becoming the number one
choice in South Africa – as it is in the US.
Sealy Posturepedic is now produced
at facilities in Johannesburg, Durban and
Cape Town. The company's product range
is sold only at selected dealers throughout
Southern Africa.
All its products are manufactured to the
ISO.9001/2 quality management system.
Sealy is also a leading supplier to the
hospitality industry in Southern Africa.
Sealy’s philosophy is still focused on
sleeping soundly and waking up feeling
great.
One spends more time in bed than on
any other furniture in the home, therefore
it is critical that the body receives the
revitalisation it needs to face the new day.
Celebrating with Sealy
For the months of February through to end
May Sealy will be advertising extensively
on all SABC, M-Net and DSTV selected
channels, inviting consumers to buy a Sealy
base set or mattress before May 2011 and
stand a chance
to win a share
of R200 000.
Four monthly
draws with
YEARS
five R10 000
YOUNG!
00 TO BE WON!
winners will
R200 0
take place each
month.
Competition details in-store

We’ve been refreshing
ideas for 130 years
When Sealy opened its doors in 1881 there were no cars or planes, and beds weren’t going anywhere either.
However, Sealy quickly earned a reputation for innovation and has led the way in sleep ever since. Looking back, it
is clear that many major advances in sleep were born at Sealy.

Here are some of Sealy’s more recent ‘ﬁrsts’. Expect many more in the years to come.

1950’s - Sealy Posturepedic is developed in conjunction with orthopaedic surgeons.
1960’s - Sealy commissions ﬁrst large-scale consumer research.
1967 -

Sealy Posturepedic is licenced in South Africa. The ﬁrst television ads air on national TV.

1970 -

Torsion Bar developments lead to new standards in durability.

1989 -

Introduction of Sealy Posturepedic’s Triple Oﬀset PostureTech coil with Sense & Respond.

2004 -

Sealy Posturepedic introduces a strong UniCased construction.

2005 -

Sealy South Africa launches the Do-Not-Turn range of mattresses.

2007 -

Sealy South Africa launches Bamboo and Aloe Vera ticking.

2009 -

Sealy South Africa launches the “No More Toss & Turn” range with pressure relieving inlays.

Healthy Sleep. Healthy Life.
www.sealy.co.za
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Did you know that nearly one third of your life will be

No bed does the job better than an Edblo! For more

spent sleeping? It makes sense, then, to make sure the

than 80 years Edblo has been giving South Africans

bed you sleep on will not only help you sleep more

the sort of quality rest they need. So if you aren’t

soundly, but will be with you for a long, long time,

already sleeping on an Edblo, test drive the new Edblo

keeping you in comfort whatever your size or your age.

Energiser and Pocket Collection today.
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Beds & Bedding

Value and comfort that's built to last
Developed and manufactured in South
Africa since 1927, Edblo is a proudly South
African bed.
The name Edblo is derived from those
of the company's founders – Len Edelstein
and Barney Bloch – who joined the first
two letters of their surnames to form the
bedding brand that is still so renowned
today.
Built to last, Edblo beds deliver great
value and comfort. Small wonder that it's
the bed South Africans have known and
trusted for the past 80 years.
The Edblo range offers a choice of
different models, ranging from a 2 Crown
to a 7 Crown Sleep System, depending
on the user's comfort preference. The
models are based on the tried-and-tested
components that make Edblo so popular,

such as the world-renowned Bonnell
inner spring.
New ranges
In 2007, Edblo launched its No Turn range
of beds with UltraFill comfort layers
that keep the bed soft and comfortable
without the mattress ever being turned.
In 2009 the Edblo Energiser range
was launched and is available in three
models to satisfy different consumer
comfort preferences. The range features
the new ComfiCoil spring system which
creates superior support, stability and
strength, prevents sideways movement
of the mattress and minimises partner
disturbance. The soft stretch knit ticking is
also treated with UltraCare which ensures
a fresh and healthy sleep system because

it eliminates the microbes and bacteria
that cause odours, allergies and illness.
A ground-breaking achievement for
Edblo came in 2010 with the launch of
the new Pocket Collection.
The Edblo Caliber Firm Euro Top and
Panache Pocket Sleep Systems feature
either an 800 or 650 count pocket spring
system. The system’s independent
movement reduces partner disturbance,
resulting in a peaceful night’s sleep.
The launch of this range ensures an
individual conformance and comfort
choice for the consumer.
Changing times
Times are changing and so is Edblo. This
year will see a complete brand facelift and
more exciting product developments.

With a solid made-to-last design, it's easy to see why Edblo is widely regarded as a 'bed for life'.
Home Goods Retailer – February 2011
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Product Showcase

POS solutions tailored to retaile
When you’re in the business of keeping
customers happy, it’s vital that you
employ an amazing team.
Unlike regular employees, HP point
of sale (POS) solutions for retail enjoy
working hard, are able to withstand
extreme conditions and don’t ever take
coffee breaks. HP POS solutions have
been designed and developed to be
robust, powerful and ultra-durable.
In combination with an array of HP
accessories that can be added right
away or as your needs evolve, they offer
retail businesses a complete tailor-made
solution.
HP POS solutions are the result of
extensive work with retailers worldwide,
and many years’ experience dealing with

rs’ business needs

millions of customers across the globe.
From the shop-front to the back-office,
HP POS solutions include HP servers,
storage, printers and so much more. In
plain English, HP has considered every
aspect of the buying and selling process
to ensure the retailer’s customers and
staff notice the difference.
HP POS retail solutions offer retailers
business five key benefits:
• Streamline management to automate
reporting and tracking, so the retailer
is free to focus on the business.
• Better workflow ensures customers
can check out quicker, so fewer
employees are needed to handle
more customers.
• Focus on sales to increase revenue by

reducing paperwork and simplifying
back-end management.
• Increase savings and avoid costly
pricing mistakes by maintaining
control of stock through better
inventory tracking.
• Enhance affordability and reliability
by reducing cost of operations with
retail-hardened products, a threeyear warranty and manageability
features.
Like all its products, HP POS solutions
come with legendary HP quality and
award-winning support, backed by a
three-year next-business-day onsite
warranty and extended product
lifecycles to ensure the retailers is always
open for business.

The best of Sony technology in Xperia arc smartphone
The new Xperia arc smartphone from
Sony Ericsson features cutting edge
technology and a multimedia experience
on the latest version (2.3) of the Android
platform.
Sony Ericsson South Africa market unit
head Sonja Shear says: "We're starting
strong in 2011 by introducing our
most exciting product yet. It combines
technology with design to entertain
and wow consumers – all on the latest
Android release."
Super slim and light, Xperia arc is just
8.7mm at its thinnest part and has an
extra wide 4.2-inch multi-touch screen.
Created from premium materials and with
a stunning arc body, this smartphone is
sleek, strong and designed to fit perfectly
in the user's hand.
The reality display with mobile Bravia
engine delivers exceptional visual
brilliance and a crystal clear image which
enhances the overall entertainment
experience. Furthermore, Sony's awardwinning Exmor R for mobile sensor with
the f/2.4 lens enables the capture of high
quality, bright pictures and HD videos,
even in low light. All pictures and videos
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Sony Ericsson's new Xperia arc
smartphone.

can be shared in HD on the living room
TV via the built in HDMI-connector.
Xperia arc will launch on the latest
version of the Android platform providing
access to Google Mobile Services and
the myriad of applications available on
the Android market. Xperia smartphones
add best-in-class entertainment on top
of smartphone fundamentals such as
apps, maps, email and fast Internet to
create the most entertaining smartphone
experience.
Key features include:
• Slim, lightweight and strong, with
perfect ergonomics
• Extra wide 4.2-inch multi-touch
Reality Display with Mobile BRAVIA
Engine to ensure ultimate multimedia
and viewing experiences
• Sony Exmor R for mobile: for bestin-class low-light photography and
video capture
• 8.1 megapixel camera and HD video
recording capability
The product will be available globally
in selected markets, including Japan,
from Q1 in the colours midnight blue and
misty silver.

Diary

India International Furniture Fair to debut in Mumbai
middle class income
India’s strong demand for
households is expected to
high-end furniture and
boost the luxury furniture
furnishings has attracted
market, which is currently
the organiser of Asia’s
dominated by imports from
largest and most successful
Italy, Germany, Spain and
furniture show to launch a
Malaysia.
show in Mumbai.
MP International chief
The International
executive officer Sylvia Phua
Furniture Fair Singapore
comments: “There is great
(IFFS) is partnering with MP
potential for major industry
International to organise
players to penetrate and
the first India International
win a slice of the luxury
Furniture Show (IIFF) in
furniture market. Our
Mumbai from 16 to 18
vision is to develop the IIFF
November 2011. The show
into a quality platform for
will be held at the Bombay
international brands.
Convention and Exhibition
"For our first showcase,
Centre.
we intend for the majority
IFFS is the organiser
of exhibitors to be
of the highly successful
international premium
International Furniture Fair
brands.”
Singapore which has been
The organisers are now
held annually since 1981.
in discussion with trade
It is the first Asian-based
groups and associations to
international furniture
organise country pavilions
fair to be accepted as a
from Singapore, Malaysia,
member of the elite Union
Thailand, Turkey, Italy, the
des Foires Internationales,
Philippines, Vietnam, China,
a Paris-based international
Indonesia and the US.
authority on trade fairs.
At the same time, major
Drawing from its
The new India International Furniture Fair trade show is geared to tap
Indian manufacturers
vast experience, the
India’s growing demand for quality furniture and furnishings and will be
and importers are invited
organisers are confident
held in Mumbai from 16-18 November.
to showcase their latest
that India’s buoyant
product lines at IIFF. Many
also a lack of an international platform
economy presents sterling
of them have expressed excitement
for leading brands from around the
opportunities for high-end furniture
to have an international furniture
world to participate in.
makers from around the world.
showcase in Mumbai and are keen to be
India’s furniture market is currently
IFFS chairman Andrew Ng says: “We
part of the inaugural exhibition.
worth US$8 billion and projected to
are optimistic about the Indian market.
A wide range of exhibits, ranging
grow at a 30 per cent compound annual
The World Bank’s latest forecast not only
from residential to commercial furniture,
growth rate. The hospitality sector alone
predicts India’s economy to grow over
occasional furniture and furnishings will
has about 400 projects yielding some
eight per cent next year, which is an
be on display at the fair. The 10 00066 700 rooms in the pipeline at the
encouraging escalation, but expanding
square-metre showcase is expected
end of 2009, according to the Lodging
industry sectors such as commercial
to draw some 5000 visitors from all
Econometrics’ 2010 Asia Pacific Outlook
and residential, retail and hospitality
over India, Sri Lanka and United Arab
– Construction Pipeline.
are set to expand and contribute to the
Emirates.
In the high-end segment, KMPG
demand of quality imported furniture.”
Attractive show highlights have also
reports the branded market for
Ng adds that a recent business
been planned. These include a new-toresidential and commercial furniture
mission organised by the Singapore
market product showcase and industry
is valued at US$1.3 billion in 2008 and
Furniture Industries Council (SFIC) to
expected to reach US$3.7 billion in 2012. seminars on design trends and new
New Delhi and Mumbai in November
product innovations.
Against this positive backdrop,
2010 has confirmed that the Indian
For more information on the event,
India’s domestic demand from high
market presents immense opportunities
visit www.indiafurniturefair.com.
net worth individuals and emerging
to makers of quality furniture. There was
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Publisher's Comment

Fortune favours the brave

Ian Hughes – publisher
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Our first issue of the first year of the second decade of the new millennium. Can it be
really possible that all those powerful ‘new millenium’ anxieties we all experienced
are already a decade away?
Surely, it was just the other day that we were brainwashed into believing that
at the stroke of midnight on 31 December 1999, and as we entered the year 2000,
all life as we knew it would cease. Computers would crash and all hell would break
loose as banks, aircraft and businesses would be thrown into chaos. Well, to some of
us it may feel like yesterday, but indeed, ten short years have flown by.
As we all know, the anxieties were extremely shortlived. 1 January 2000 felt
absolutely no different in kind from 31 December 1999. Apart, that is, from the
customary celebratory New Year’s Day hangovers, life went on exactly as it had done
in the previous millennium. Economically, we moved into a fairly tough period,
which was then followed by a fantastic explosion of spending, the like of which it is
doubtful we will experience again in the foreseeable future.
And then, of course, came the correction, the bubble burst, and globally the world
was plunged into a deep recession – fortunately, a depression which last devastated
the world’s economies in 1929 was avoided – if only just.
In South Africa we escaped the worst effects – well drafted legislation regulating
the behavior of our banks and other financial institutions cushioned us from the
dreadful experiences that befell other countries. But, of course, the world was, and
is, a global economy, and South Africa being part of it, could not hope to escape
unscathed.
Nor did we. Consumers who were so freely granted massive sums of credit to
fuel our boom over the past several years were suddenly placed in straitjackets.
Credit was cut off and demands for repayment drove thousands into bankruptcy
and debtors’ courts. Tens of thousands were retrenched and our retailers, all those
who had been living off the fat of the land for years and recording massive profits
developed by easy credit, found themselves in deep bunkers. The motor industry was
in a similarly catastrophic situation and all economic indicators were in agreement
– the good days were over.
Today we appear to have survived the worst and unquestionably, things are
looking much brighter. The World Cup, even if it did not turn out to be the golden
goose we had hoped for, undoubtedly gave us all a huge and much needed
confidence boost. Morale rocketed and things just felt better. We have very little
doubt that consumer confidence is at much higher levels than they have been,
business and industry have high hopes for the year too, and retailers have cast aside
the all-enveloping gloom of the past few years.
As always, these times create huge marketing opportunities for the visionaries,
and they will seize them as they always do and outstrip their competitors.
Suppliers too must get much more actively involved, customers and consumers
must be attracted, excited and titillated.
Carpe Diem would be the motto for the year and HGR, as always, is ready to assist
those brave enough to go for it.
Fortune, as they say, always favours the brave.

Excelsior BRS
Galaxy Sleigh Bed

Romano Sleigh Bed

Venecia DRS
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